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Abstract

A pressure-gain combustor comprised of a mechanically valved, liquid fueled pulsejet, an ejector, and an enclosing shroud, was coupled to a small automotive turbocharger to form a self-aspirating, thrust producing gas turbine engine. The system was constructed in order to investigate issues associated with the interaction of pulsed combustion devices and turbinomachinery. Installed instrumentation allowed for sensing of distributed low frequency pressure and temperature, high frequency pressure in the shroud, fuel flow rate, rotational speed, thrust, and laboratory noise. The engine ran successfully and reliably, achieving a sustained thrust of 5 to 6 lbf, and maintaining a rotor speed of approximately 90,000 rpm, with a combustor pressure gain of approximately 4 percent. Numerical simulations of the system without pressure-gain combustion indicated that the turbocharger would not operate. Thus, the new combustor represented a substantial improvement in system performance. Acoustic measurements in the shroud and laboratory indicated turbine stage sound pressure level attenuation of 20 dB. This is consistent with published results from detonative combustion experiments. As expected, the mechanical reed valves suffered considerable damage under the higher pressure and thermal loading characteristics of this system. This result underscores the need for development of more robust valve systems for this application. The efficiency of the turbinomachinery components did not appear to be significantly affected by unsteadiness associated with pulsed combustion, though the steady component efficiencies were already low, and thus not expected to be particularly sensitive.

Nomenclature

\( A \) area
\( C_d \) discharge coefficient
\( \Delta P \) \( P_{Tin} - P_{Tout} \)
\( F \) thrust force
\( g_c \) Newton constant, 32.174 lbm ft/lbf s\(^2\)
\( \gamma \) ratio of specific heats
\( \dot{m} \) mass flow rate, lbm/s
\( N \) rotational speed, rpm
\( N_c \) corrected rotor rotational speed, \( N / \sqrt{T_t / T_{ref}} \), rpm
\( P \) total pressure, psia
\( p \) static pressure, psia
\( PR_t \) turbine total pressure ratio, \( P_{Tin} / P_{Tout} \)
\( PR_c \) compressor total pressure ratio, \( P_{Cin} / P_{Cout} \)
rms root mean square
\( SPL \) sound pressure level
\( T \)  
\( T_t \)  
\( TR \)  
\( w_c \)  

\( \text{temperature, } ^\circ \text{R} \)  
\( \text{total temperature, } ^\circ \text{R} \)  
\( \text{total temperature ratio, } \frac{T_{t,\text{Tot}}}{T_{CC,\text{in}}} \)  
\( \text{corrected mass flow rate, } \frac{\dot{m}}{\sqrt{T_t / T_{\text{ref}} / (P/P_{\text{ref}})}}, \text{lbm/s} \)

### Subscripts

- \( amb \) ambient
- \( C \) compressor
- \( CC \) combustion Chamber
- \( in \) Inlet station
- \( out \) outlet station
- \( pj \) pulsejet
- \( ref \) reference
- \( T \) turbine

### I. Introduction

Conventional gas turbine combustors suffer a loss in total pressure as they heat the working fluid. The loss arises from heating at finite Mach number, and from aerodynamic losses associated with the flow path (e.g., liner cooling, mixing requirements, etc.). Typical combustor losses range from 4 to 8 percent of the total pressure delivered from the upstream compressor (ref. 1). The loss in total pressure yields lower work potential for the gas entering the downstream turbine. The resulting performance loss to the engine in terms of reduced specific thrust and/or increased specific fuel consumption can be significant. It has been shown that if instead, a pressure rise of 3 percent could be achieved across the combustor, improvements (reductions) in specific fuel consumption of 2 to 3 percent are theoretically possible (ref. 2).

The recognized benefits of pressure-gain combustion have been the impetus for several investigations both in decades past (refs. 3 to 6) and in the near present (refs. 7 and 8). Most have shown the pressure-gain combustor to be competitive with many concepts for improving gas turbine performance (e.g., flow control, advanced materials, etc.). In every investigation, pressure-gain is achieved through some approximation of the constant-volume combustion process. As a result, every concept relies on some form of intermittent combustion. This, in turn, yields a combustor exit flow that is unsteady to one degree or another. Since unsteadiness is generally regarded as a detriment to the performance of downstream turbomachinery, its presence tends to detract from the thermodynamic benefits of the pressure gain. Therefore it is desirable in any intermittent combustion process to minimize unsteadiness in the exhaust path. Furthermore, the pulsed combustor effluent is generally at temperatures far too high to be sent directly into a turbine. Some form of bypass and mixing is necessary. This also reduces pressure rise, and must therefore be managed carefully.

In 2005 an ejector enhanced, pulsed, pressure-gain combustor experiment was fabricated and tested at the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) (ref. 2). The unit consisted of a commercial, liquid fueled, valved pulsejet, and an optimized ejector, housed within a shroud. The combination formed an effective combustor across which there was shown a modest 3 to 4 percent total pressure gain associated with a temperature ratio of approximately 2.3. This temperature ratio is typical for many gas turbine engines. The system demonstrated unsteady rms total pressure levels measuring 4 to 5 percent of the mean. The rig was operated at pressures up to 2 atmospheres using a facility shop air supply. However, no provisions were made to heat the inlet air to temperatures appropriate to a compressor exit. It is believed that the temperature of the inlet air affects operability of resonant combustors because it alters the speed of sound.
Furthermore, the combustor exhaust was simply vented to the ambient atmosphere, so the impact of the pressure rise and unsteadiness on downstream turbomachinery could not be assessed. This paper represents a preliminary effort to address these, and other issues. The combustor experiment has been modified by the addition of a small automotive turbocharger sized for the combustor air flow rate. Air from the turbocharger compressor discharge now supplies the combustor, and the combustor discharge is now directed through the turbocharger turbine. The combined components form a free-running, thrust producing gas turbine engine. The experiment is sufficiently instrumented such that performance may be assessed, including the impact of unsteadiness on turbine operation, the attenuation of combustion noise by the turbine, and the impact of surrounding turbomachinery on pulsed combustor operation. The experimental setup will be described, and operational issues will be discussed. Results will then be presented, along with associated analyses based on comparison with a simple, four-state, dynamic engine simulation. The paper will conclude with a summary of significant findings and suggestions for further research.

II. Experimental Apparatus Description

The experimental setup is shown schematically figure 1. Instrumentation locations are also shown, along with numbered measurement station designations. A photograph of the assembled rig is presented in the appendix, as figure 12. Total pressures are measured using pitot-probes. Low frequency pressure transducers are remotely located and connected to the probes using long (at least 4 ft), 0.63 in. outside diameter tubing. The long tubing effectively eliminates pressure fluctuations above 10 Hz at the transducers. Total temperatures are measured using open-weld, Type-K thermocouples (weld diameter<0.03 in.) located at the tips of 0.063 in. diameter probes. A functional, verbal description of the experiment follows.

Figure 1.—Schematic diagram of the experiment showing components, instrumentation, and measurement stations.
The turbocharger is a Holset HX35W model, used primarily in diesel pickup trucks. Air enters the centrifugal compressor through a bellmouth inlet, and is discharged through a 2.0 in. diameter pipe. A short diffuser provides transition to a 4.0 in. diameter pipe, which carries the compressed air to the combustor inlet. The Mach number at the compressor exit is generally below 0.15, therefore the short diffuser is expected to produce pressure losses of less than 1.0 percent of the total available. Test run times in the experiment are limited to approximately 15 sec (ref. 9), which is not enough time for the large thermal mass of the pipe leading to the combustor inlet to reach equilibrium. This means that the pipe substantially cools the transported compressor discharge air. Preliminary tests showed a drop of nearly 75 °R during a typical run. In order to reduce the drop, the pipe is wrapped with a heating strip, which is activated hours before any testing commences. Upon entering the combustor section, the air flow is split. A portion passes through the pulsejet, mixes with the gasoline fuel, and participates in the semi-constant volume reaction associated with resonant combustion. The remaining air bypasses the pulsejet and mixes with the pulsejet effluent in the ejector. The mass flow split cannot be actively controlled, nor can the venturi-based fuel supply to the pulsejet used in this experiment. As such, there is only one operating point for the system. The heated, mixed, and pressurized air is next sent to the turbine via a 2.0 in. diameter pipe branching from the aft end of the 6.0 in. diameter combustor. Total pressure losses from this branch are also expected to be small as the Mach number is low (approximately 0.17 in the 2.0 in. diameter section), the flow is accelerating, and the edges of the branch have been rounded (ref. 10). After passing through the radial turbine, the flow exits the rig and impinges on a 36.0 in. diameter thrust plate which is in contact with load cell to provide thrust measurement (ref. 9). Rotor speed is measured by a remote optical sensor located upstream of the compressor and wired to a pulse-counting tachometer. The sensed light pulse is provided by a laser beam reflecting from the smooth metal surface of a 0.1 in. diameter exposed portion of the compressor retaining nut which is otherwise painted with a flat gray finish. The arrangement is shown in figure 2. Starting air for the system is provided by the two 0.5 in. diameter jets shown in figure 1. Flow through the jets is near sonic and serves not only to provide air, but to induce flow in the desired direction (i.e., to impart streamwise momentum as does a steady ejector). A separate air flow line is provided for starting of the pulsejet, as described in reference 9. A 60 Hz. spark system is also provided for pulsejet starting. Neither start air nor sparking are required once resonant operation is established. Lubrication of the turbocharger is provided by an oil distribution system driven by a sump-fed, electric pump. Fuel flow is measured using a low-loss turbine-type meter.

A description of the pulsejet which drives the pressure-gain combustor is not included in this paper. Physical and operational details may be found in references 2 and 9. Briefly however, it is a commercial design intended for use in propelling model aircraft. It uses liquid fuel (gasoline), normally operates in

![Figure 2.—Turbocharger speed sensing apparatus.](image)
atmospheric conditions at a frequency of approximately 220 Hz, and develops approximately 4.2 lbf thrust. The valve is a mechanical reed-type which is passively actuated by pressure differences that arise from the semi-constant volume combustion process and associated gasdynamic cycle occurring in the pulsejet combustion chamber and tailpipe.

A typical test run of the system proceeds as follows. Lubricating oil flow is established by activating the pump. Airflow is then established through the starting lines, and is increased until the turbocharger rotational speed is between 45,000 and 50,000 rpm. The fuel line is then opened. The sparking system is activated, and the pulsejet starting air is actuated in short bursts. Resonant combustion soon follows, along with a rapid increase in rotor speed and turbine inlet temperature. The spark system is then turned off, along with the pulsejet starting air. Immediately following this, the turbocharger starting air flow is gradually reduced to zero over an approximately 4 sec interval. Abruptly turning off this air causes the pulsed combustion to cease. From this time to the end of the test run, the system achieves a reasonably stable operating condition. After 15 sec of pulsejet operation, the fuel supply line is closed, and the test run ends. Sensor data is acquired during the entire start and operation sequence at a sampling rate of 1 Hz using the PC-based facility system. Selected high frequency data is acquired using a digital storage oscilloscope sampling at 10.0 kHz over a 1.0 sec interval.

### A. Turbomachinery Characterization

Before the complete experiment was operated, the individual turbomachinery components were tested under cold flow conditions in order to verify performance maps, or to establish maps that were unavailable. The first component tested was the turbine. The output duct of the compressor was disconnected from the duct leading to the combustor and was vented to the atmosphere across an orifice (to provide compressor loading). The starting air line nearest the turbine was closed, while that near the combustor inlet was significantly enlarged to provide more air flow. The duct upstream of the enlarged starting air line was blocked off. Metered air was thus fed through the turbine while the turbine inlet and exit conditions, as well as speed, were monitored. The results are shown in figure 3. Here measured corrected mass flow rate is compared to the corrected mass flow rate predicted by the compressible orifice flow formula over a range of turbine pressure ratios. The formula, which has two forms for choked and unchoked flows, is written as follows.

\[
\frac{m}{T_{ref}} \sqrt{\frac{T_{Tin}}{T_{ref}}} = C_d A \left( \frac{2\gamma g_c}{(\gamma-1)R_g T_{Tin}^2} \right) PR_T \left( \frac{1}{\gamma} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} PR_T < \left( \frac{\gamma + 1}{2} \right)^{\frac{\gamma}{\gamma-1}}
\]

(1)

The best fit value for the effective area is \( C_d A = 0.9 \text{ in}^2 \). Also shown in figure 3 are the measured corrected rotor speeds for each measured flow rate. Equation (1) is a very good match to the measured values regardless of the speed. This typical turbine result is due to the fact that the flow rate is largely controlled by the fixed inlet nozzle throat area. Note that the choked (lower) form of equation (1) was not used in the calibration of figure 3. However, it was used in the Simulation section of the paper.

The orifice at the compressor discharge was next replaced with a calibrated flow meter in order to test compressor performance. Since the compressor was driven by the turbine, which in this setup was driven by cold air, little pressure rise was expected. Nevertheless, the test did supply measurable information which could be used to validate manufacturer supplied performance maps. The results of the test are shown in the map of figure 4. The figure shows compressor pressure ratio as a function of corrected mass
Figure 3.—Predicted and measured corrected mass flow rates through the turbocharger turbine as functions of turbine pressure ratio.

Figure 4.—Measured (symbols), manufacturer specified (black solid and dashed lines), and curve-fit (colored lines) compressor performance.

Flow rate. The solid black lines represent lines of constant corrected speed supplied by the turbocharger manufacturer. The various colored lines represent an analytical, multi-variable curve fit to the manufacturer’s data \( PRC = f(N_c, wc) \). The fit is very good over the operating range of interest, and can be used to determine manufacturer specified performance on speed lines other than those shown on the map. The solid symbols indicate measured data points using the setup just described. The orange lines represent predicted performance at the measured rotor speed at flow rates near to, and including the measured values. It appears that the actual performance is very close to that specified by the manufacturer over the limited range of points measured.
III. Results

After turbomachinery pre-testing the experiment was reassembled as shown in figure 1. The system was then tested as per the sequence described above, and operational data was collected. It is worth noting at this point that there was no assurance that all of the components would work together as envisioned. Turbochargers are actually designed to operate with a much larger combustor pressure rise than could potentially be supplied by the one used in this experiment. Furthermore, it was pointed out in 2005 that the resonant combustion system of the current experiment may be very sensitive to boundary conditions. Thus, with a compressor fore and a turbine aft, it was not known if the device would operate at all. There was also significant uncertainty concerning resonant combustion at elevated temperature (from the compressor). It was mentioned in the introduction that the operational frequency would undoubtedly change. However, in a liquid fueled system it is often theorized that the vaporization rate of the fuel is critical in providing a combustion delay necessary for resonant operation. Vaporization rates are strongly affected by temperature. Such an issue might be resolved in the laboratory by varying the axial location of the fuel injection point to accommodate the reduced vaporization time. In the commercial unit used here however, no such adjustment was possible. All potential pitfalls considered then, it is encouraging that the system functioned at all, and even more so because it actually functioned quite well.

Figure 5 shows the measured output from all low frequency sensors over the course of one typical test run. The figure contains three plots. The first displays thrust, fuel flow rate, and rotor speed. The second

![Figure 5: Measured quantities as functions of time during a complete test run.](image-url)
displays temperatures. The third displays pressures and combustor pressure gain, with the latter being defined as \( \Delta P / P_{C_{\text{out}}} \). The valid data collection period, that is, the time period during which the system is self-sustained, occurs between approximately 29 and 34 sec. This time span will heretofore be referred to as the test period. During the test period all measured values except temperature reached approximately steady state. The compressor discharge, and combustor inlet temperatures did reach near steady state values; however, it is clear that the turbine inlet and outlet values continued to climb until the end of the test period. The lack of thermal equilibrium is an unavoidable consequence of the limited test time, and the relatively large thermal mass of the rig. The combustor inlet pressure, \( P_{C_{\text{cin}}} \), is correct over the test period; however, prior to that time the readings are invalid. When the transducer output exceeds the rated range by approximately 12 percent, the facility data acquisition system saturates and simply records a fixed reading. For this transducer, the value of that reading was 28.1 psia, which is very close to, but slightly above the test period readings.

### A. Discussion

The data shown in figure 5 presents some results worthy of further exposition. First and foremost, the pressure gain combustion system performed almost identically with the surrounding turbomachinery as it did in the standalone configuration described in reference 2. The average combustor temperature ratio was 2.2, and the average pressure gain achieved was 3.70 percent. Given the combustor’s reported sensitivity to boundary conditions, this result suggests that those imposed by the two experiments were similar. In the present experiment however, the inlet temperature to the combustor was approximately 80 °R above the previous one. The resonant combustion process was apparently unaffected by the temperature change (though the operational frequency rose from 220 to 264 Hz). As will be discussed in section IV, however, the inlet temperature rise had a profoundly negative effect on the longevity of the reed valves in the combustor pulsejet. Several modifications to the pulsejet were made in an effort to mitigate this effect. The changes involved the installation of a heat shield which was expected to yield reduced performance (i.e., less pressure-gain). Evidently, this was not the case.

Considering now the effect of unsteady combustion on component efficiencies, the average compressor adiabatic efficiency during the test period, defined as

\[
\eta_C = \frac{\frac{(\gamma - 1)}{\gamma} \left( \frac{P_{R_C}}{P_{C_{\text{out}}}} - 1 \right)}{\left( \frac{T_{C_{\text{out}}}}{T_{C_{\text{cin}}}} - 1 \right)}
\]

was found to be \( \eta_C = 0.753 \). For the measured speed, and pressure ratio, this is within 0.02 of the mapped steady flow value in figure 4. The good agreement lent confidence to both the validity of the map, and the accuracy of the measurements. The slight discrepancy might be explained by the observation that both the compressor rotor and casing are heated by their close proximity to hot-section components. The result is a slight non-adiabatic heating of the compressed air which, if attributed to aerodynamic work in equation (2), results in reduced efficiency.

For the turbine, a quick glance at the average inlet and outlet temperatures during the test period indicates that the work done does not match that of the compressor. The measured temperature change across the turbine is considerably larger than that of the compressor. Of course, the two work rates must be the same, save for parasitic losses such as bearing friction and windage. The disparity is believed to be caused by the non-adiabatic nature of the turbine, and the lack of thermal equilibrium. The turbine wheel and casing are heating, and in doing so cause a cooling of the working fluid. Turbine adiabatic efficiencies calculated using the equation
yield values greater than 1.0 over the entire test period. If the actual turbine specific work is instead assumed to be the same as that of the compressor (bearing friction neglected), then the turbine efficiency becomes

\[
\eta_T = \left( \frac{1 - \frac{T_{t\text{out}}}{T_{t\text{in}}}}{1 - PR_T^{-\gamma}} \right)^{(1 - \gamma)}
\]

The average turbine efficiency calculated using this formula was \( \eta_T = 0.65 \) for the test period. Although no manufacturer quoted efficiency was available, the expected efficiency obtained from manufactures of other comparably sized turbochargers is approximately 0.68 to 0.70 (ref. 11). The approximately 7 percent disparity between the two is well within the margin of error caused by neglecting bearing friction and windage. Additionally, the use of \( T_{t\text{in}} \) in equation (4) is undoubtedly in error. Given the uninsulated length of pipe between the measurement point and the actual turbine entrance, along with the lack of thermal equilibrium, it is probable that the turbine entrance temperature used is too high. It therefore appears that the turbine efficiency does not suffer appreciably under the conditions of unsteadiness imposed by the pulsed combustor. It should be born in mind however that this result cannot be generalized to high efficiency aeropropulsion turbines. It is well known that as design point turbine efficiency drops, so does the sensitivity of the efficiency to perturbations in flow conditions. Nevertheless, the result is an encouraging one for the pressure-gain combustion concept.

Using the compressor map of figure 4 and the measured fuel flow rate, the average air to fuel ratio is \( \alpha / \phi = 53.2 \) over the test period. This corresponds to an average equivalence ratio of 0.282. Using an available equilibrium chemistry reaction code (ref. 12) the expected turbine inlet temperature for a gasoline/air reaction at the measured equivalence ratio and combustor inlet conditions is 1915 °R. Examination of the test period data of figure 4 shows that it is much lower than this at approximately 1324 °R. This substantial disparity cannot be attributed to a lack of thermal equilibrium. A more likely explanation is that rich combustion is occurring in the pulsejet at an equivalence ratio of approximately 1.4. The effluent then rapidly mixes with the bypass flow in the ejector and quenches to a temperature and equivalence ratio that effectively stops all further reaction (i.e., heat release). If the combustor inlet temperature were higher, the lean mixture downstream of the pulsejet may have completed its reaction since reaction rates are highly temperature dependant. This is the operating principle behind the rich-burn, quick-quench, lean-burn (RQL) combustor concept. Unfortunately, the compressor only heated the air to approximately 660 °R. Furthermore, the compressor discharge air was substantially cooled by the long duct leading to the combustor. The heating strip shown in figure 1 was meant to mitigate this problem, which it did to a large degree. Unfortunately, as discussed in section IV, and as mentioned earlier, elevating the combustor inlet temperature significantly reduced the operational life of the reed valves. In the end, the hoped for RQL type behavior of this combustor could not be demonstrated in this experimental configuration. Better valves and higher compressor discharge temperatures are required.

The average thrust measured during the test period was 5.05 lbf. Using this value, the turbine flow map of figure 3, the assumption of low exit Mach number, and the thrust equation,
where the $A_{eff}$ is the effective exit area, equation (5) may be solved for $A_{eff}$. The value obtained is $A_{eff} = 3.20$ in.$^2$. The measured area at the turbine exit is approximately 3.82 in.$^2$. The 19 percent disparity between these values is likely tied to blockage caused by the rather thick blades of the turbine. An accurate measure of the blade thickness could not be made due to the inaccessibility of the turbine rotor; however, 20 percent blockage corresponds to a blade thickness of 0.1 in. which appears reasonable based on remote inspection. The relatively good match between measured and inferred exit areas lends confidence to the accuracy of the thrust measurements and the gas state measurements made upstream and downstream of the turbine.

**B. Noise Attenuation**

Pulsed combustors generate acoustically large pressure fluctuations. The fluctuations are often considered an objectionable aspect of the technology, regardless of their impact on turbine performance. It has been proposed however, that turbomachinery is very effective at attenuating these high levels of noise. Although the laboratory setup of this experiment was by no means constructed for acoustic measurements, the results which follow can at least provide an indication of that attenuation.

A high frequency pressure transducer is installed near the exit of the combustor, in the wall of the shroud. The location is shown in figure 1 near the station labeled “3”. The transducer output is ac coupled to a data acquisition device, and sampled at a rate of 10.0 kHz, over a 1.0 sec interval, during the test period. A microphone is installed in the laboratory, approximately 98 in. from the turbine exit, at an angle of approximately 75° to the turbine axis of symmetry. The microphone signal is amplified and coupled to the same data acquisition device as the upstream transducer. Co-located with the microphone is a handheld, calibrated, sound pressure level meter. The output display of the meter can be read from the control room during testing. Assuming the microphone response to be linear and flat over the frequency range of interest, the sound meter reading can be used to calibrate the voltage signal from the microphone with actual pressure fluctuations. Such a calibration was, in fact, performed during different stages of the full run shown in figure 5 and proved to be quite linear over a large amplitude range (i.e., rms microphone voltage was proportional to rms sound pressure level).

The results of these two sound pressure measurements are shown in figure 6. The data are displayed in the form of rms amplitude spectra in dB$^1$. The reference rms pressure is $2.9 \times 10^{-9}$ psia. Also shown in the figure are the rms sound pressure levels and weighted rms sound pressure levels described below. Examining first the shroud data, it is evident that there is significant acoustic energy beyond 2000, Hz. In fact, approximately 3/4 of the measured energy lies in this region. This energy is believed to be related to the turbomachinery, not the pulsed combustion process. Similar shroud data taken from the 2005 testing without the turbocharger revealed virtually no content in this frequency range. As such, the weighted rms sound pressure is also presented in the plot. This can be thought of as the sound pressure level present if all of the energy above 2000 Hz. were filtered from the signal. The weighted rms sound pressure level is 172 dB. The full sound pressure level is 178 dB. The majority of the combustion generated acoustic energy is concentrated in the fundamental, and first three harmonic modes of the pulsejet. The fundamental frequency is 264 Hz. which is higher than the 224 Hz. observed in the reference 2 experiment. This is due in part to the higher combustor inlet temperature of the present experiment, and also to the lower equivalence ratio at which the pulsejet is operating (closer to stoichiometric = higher temperature). It is interesting to note that the contribution to the acoustic energy is larger from the first

---

$^1$The plotted data represent the rms amplitudes of the Fourier sine waves into which the original signal has been decomposed. It can be shown that the mean square of the original signal is equal to the sum of the mean square amplitude components.
harmonic than from the fundamental mode. The reasons for this are not clear. It is noted, however, that although the processes occurring in the pulsejet combustion chamber are dominated by the fundamental mode, there are two gasdynamic events which traverse the tailpipe region for every one combustion event. In the tailpipe region therefore, the acoustic energy contribution from the first harmonic is relatively large. Since the majority of the shroud acoustic energy is assumed to come from the pulsejet tail pipe, it stands to reason that it too would show a rather large first harmonic (though not necessarily larger than the fundamental).

The amplitude spectrum from the microphone shows similar trends to that from the shroud; however, only 20 percent of the energy is contained in the signal beyond 2000 Hz. Like the shroud data, the highest amplitude contributions come from the fundamental and first several harmonic frequencies associated with the pulsejet operation. The rms sound pressure level is 114 dB, while the weighted value is 113 dB. If it is assumed that most of the acoustic energy received by the microphone comes from the exhaust of the turbine, and if it is further assumed that the majority of this energy is radiated from the shroud through the turbine nozzle throat, then the sound pressure level one equivalent diameter (based on a throat area of 0.9 in.$^2$) downstream of the turbine exit may be estimated by scaling the microphone signal by the ratio of radial distances

$$SPL_{T_{\text{out}}} = SPL_{\text{mic}} + 20\log\left(\frac{98.0}{1.07}\right)$$  \hspace{2cm} (6)

The value obtained from this estimate is $SPL_{T_{\text{out}}} = 152$ dB. Comparing this to the weighted shroud sound pressure level of 172 dB indicates a turbine stage sound attenuation of approximately 20 dB. This is consistent with attenuation measurements made with turbine stages coupled to detonative combustion systems (refs. 13 and 14).

**IV. Operational Issues**

There were two related operational issues which affected the experiment strongly, and which could not be overcome in the time frame of the effort. The first, mentioned above, was the lack of thermal equilibrium in the rig. The only way to achieve this state is to increase the run time. The time required to reach equilibrium can be reduced somewhat through insulation, preheating components, and by using
thinner gage material for ducting and housings. Longer run times are ultimately necessary however, and can only be achieved in this rig if the reed valves can be improved. An effective cooling scheme must also be devised for the body of the pulsejet which becomes red-hot during operation. For the latter issue, it is believed that a relatively simple fin-type system cooled by the bypass flow will help substantially. This potential solution remains an area for future work.

The second major operational issue of the experiment was the extremely short working life of the pulsejet reed valves. The reed valves are 0.006 in. thick spring steel “petals” that cover access ducts leading to the pulsejet combustion chamber from the inlet, as shown in figure 7. Under normal operating conditions, they undergo a punishing 220 Hz. stress cycle during which they are drawn back and literally slammed closed in a thermal environment very close to the material limit. When operating in a pressure-gain combustion configuration such as this experiment, conditions are far worse. The ambient pressure is elevated, as is the density of working fluid. This elevates both the mean pressure in the combustion chamber, and the pressure fluctuations associated with resonant combustion. This, in turn elevates the stresses on the reed valve as they are slammed ever harder. The temperature also rises, almost certainly exceeding material limits of steel. The result of this harsher environment was an initial inability to operate the system for more than a few seconds before the valves completely failed. An example of such a failure is shown in figure 8. The discoloration and plastic deformation are symptomatic of high heat loads. Stacking two reed valves together increased run times to approximately 10 sec, however this was still not enough time to acquire meaningful data. As such, a heat shield was constructed and installed as shown in figure 9. The notional function of the shield is to absorb radiated and other transferred heat from the downstream combustion process while still allowing inflow through the holes and around the shield circumference into the combustion chamber. It was assumed that the shield would lead to reduced performance (through aerodynamic total pressure loss) but would protect the reed valves. The shield works quite well, and remarkably, yields almost no loss in performance. Test times are now in excess of 20 sec between failures, and failures are far less extreme when they occur. As mentioned earlier, the unit delivers the same pressure rise for a given temperature ratio as the 2005, reference 2 tests in which no heat shield was installed.

High temperature Inconel reed valves were also tested in an effort to achieve multiple test runs per valve change. Unfortunately, they are thicker (0.007 in.) than the steel valves, and have slightly

---

2Inconel spring material was not available in sheets of 0.006 in. thickness from identified suppliers.
different strength properties. The result is that they do indeed last longer, but the performance of the pulsejet, and thus the combustor, is poorer. For this reason, they are not used in the experiment.

Reed valves have always been a problematic aspect of pulsejets. They don’t last long under the best of circumstances, but without them, in the so-called aerovalved pulsejet designs, performance usually suffers. That being said, it should be noted that no known effort has ever been undertaken to improve reed valve design since the 1950s. It is an area that, if explored with up to date knowledge of material properties, and modern analysis techniques, might yield radical improvements. Alternatively, it may be possible to develop active, closed loop valve systems which operate in a manner that does not generate the fantastic stresses seen in reed valves. This too is an area ripe for exploration.

V. Simulation

In order to experimentally investigate the impact of pressure gain combustion on engine performance, a complete study would have included the installation of a conventional (pressure–loss) combustor run at the same temperature ratio. This was not possible with the resources available. Instead, a simulation was developed as an alternate investigative tool. Transient, or dynamic behavior was not the focus of the simulation, and as such, a cycle deck approach could have been used (ref. 15). However, dynamic simulations can often march in time to a steady solution as fast as a cycle deck can iterate to one. Furthermore, for single stage component systems such as the turbocharger, there is less effort expended in coding the equations of motion than there is in configuring a cycle deck. For these reasons, the dynamic simulation approach was chosen. Four state equations are required, governing compressor mass flow rate, combustor pressure and density, and rotor speed. These equations, combined with the component maps used for figures 3 and 4, the perfect gas equation of state, an imposed combustor pressure gain (or loss), and an assumed fuel heating value, provide a complete simulation. The form of the equations is straightforward, and may be found in the literature (ref. 16). The simulation is implemented on a spreadsheet using a simple two-step, Runge-Kutta integration scheme. Components are modeled as purely adiabatic. Figure 10 shows the simulated results of a typical test run, including startup. The results should be compared to figure 5. The fuel flow is scheduled in the simulation since the combustor cannot yet be modeled. The scheduled fuel flow rate is chosen such that the turbine inlet temperature matches the experimentally measured value during the test period. It can be seen that many aspects of the simulation match the measured data very well. In particular, the pressures, temperatures, rotor speed and thrust match closely during the test period.

With some confidence then that the simulation correctly predicts steady state operation, the results of a new simulation are shown in figure 11. Starting at the steady state condition corresponding to the figure 10 test period, the prescribed 3.5 percent combustor pressure rise is abruptly changed to a 1.0 percent loss. The simulation response is shown in the first 5.0 sec of the figure. The speed and thrust drop immediately, and the turbine inlet temperature rises. In an effort to make an appropriate comparison with the pressure gain system, the fuel flow rate is next reduced so that the turbine inlet temperature would rise. The system response is shown in the period from 5 to 10 sec. Again the speed and thrust drop, and the turbine inlet temperature rises. The turbine inlet temperature rise occurs because the air mass flow through the system drops proportionally more than the fuel flow. On a per pound basis then, there is actually more fuel present which yields higher combustor exit temperatures. Further reductions in fuel flow, shown partially from 10 to 15 sec in figure 11 result in a spiraling sequence of speed (and mass flow) reductions and turbine temperature rises until the simulated system no longer operates. The conclusion to be drawn from these results is that, without a pressure gain combustor, the turbocharger cannot operate at the experimentally measured turbine inlet temperature of approximately 1320 °R. Thus, it is further concluded, the addition of a pressure gain combustion system (neglecting the poor fuel utilization exhibited by this particular pulsejet) quite dramatically improves the performance of this particular gas turbine system.
Figure 10.—Simulated system quantities as functions of time during a complete test run.

Figure 11.—Simulated system quantities as functions of time with a conventional 1 percent pressure loss combustor in place.
Summary and Conclusion

Operability of a small scale, pressure-gain combustor topped gas turbine engine was experimentally investigated. Installed instrumentation allowed for component performance assessment in the presence of pressure fluctuations associated with unsteady, pressure-gain combustion. The combustor performed well, yielding a pressure gain of approximately 3.7 percent while generating a temperature ratio of 2.2. The turbomachinery components, as measured by efficiency calculations, performed approximately the same as during steady operation. The entire system ran stably and in a repeatable manner for a test period of 5 sec, generating 5.0 lbf thrust at a turbine inlet temperature of 1320 °R. Validated simulation of the turbocharger indicated that without the pressure gain combustor present, the turbocharger could not operate at the measured turbine inlet temperature. Sound surveys showed a turbine induced attenuation of combustor noise of approximately 20 dB, consistent with other published literature. Technical issues associated with implementing the experiment were presented and discussed. Chief among these is short-lived reed valves in the pulse combustor. This technological challenge is critical for the advancement of pressure gain combustion.
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Figure 12.—Photograph of the pressure-gain, gas turbine rig.
A pressure-gain combustor comprised of a mechanically valved, liquid fueled pulsejet, an ejector, and an enclosing shroud, was coupled to a small automotive turbocharger to form a self-aspirating, thrust producing gas turbine engine. The system was constructed in order to investigate issues associated with the interaction of pulsed combustion devices and turbomachinery. Installed instrumentation allowed for sensing of distributed low frequency pressure and temperature, high frequency pressure in the shroud, fuel flow rate, rotational speed, thrust, and laboratory noise. The engine ran successfully and reliably, achieving a sustained thrust of 5 to 6 lbf, and maintaining a rotor speed of approximately 90,000 rpm, with a combustor pressure gain of approximately 4 percent. Numerical simulations of the system without pressure-gain combustion indicated that the turbocharger would not operate. Thus, the new combustor represented a substantial improvement in system performance. Acoustic measurements in the shroud and laboratory indicated turbine stage sound pressure level attenuation of 20 dB. This is consistent with published results from detonative combustion experiments. As expected, the mechanical reed valves suffered considerable damage under the higher pressure and thermal loading characteristics of this system. This result underscores the need for development of more robust valve systems for this application. The efficiency of the turbomachinery components did not appear to be significantly affected by unsteadiness associated with pulsed combustion, though the steady component efficiencies were already low, and thus not expected to be particularly sensitive.